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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let x bc a real number, o,(n) = C, ,, dz, and define the matrix D, 
by D,(n, j) = j”/o,(n) if j 1 n, and D,(n, j) = 0 if jfn. The infinite 
triangular matrix D, determines a transformation of the set of number 
sequences into itself by the following: if s is a sequence, then D$ is the 
sequence whose nth term is (Dg), = Xj!nj?i/uz(n). 
In the second section it is shown that the summability method D, is 
totally regular (preserves finite and infinite limits) if and only if x > 0, 
and D, is equivalent to convergence if and only if x > 1. Also, if 0 < x < y 
then D, includes D, , and the inclusion is proper if x < 1. In Section 3 
inclusion properties are established which compare the strength of the 
divisor methods with that of certain Hausdorf? and Norlund means; e.g., 
the Ceslro mean of order 1 includes every regular divisor mean. In the 
final section it is shown that D, is not translative (see [l]) if x < 1, and 
several Tauberian theorems arc proved. 
The following result, due to Silverman [2] and Toeplitz [3], will be referred 
to frequently: 
In order that the matrix M be regular it is necessary and sufficient that 
(A) for each j, lim,,, M(n, j) = 0, 
(B) lim+, CL, M(n, j) = 1, and 
(C) there is a number B such that, for each tl, 
z I Mhj)l < B. 
j=l 
Throughout the paper these properties will be referred to as simply (A), (B), 
and (C). If, in addition to satisfying (A), (B), and (C), M is a nonnegative 
real matrix, then M is totally regular. 
*This paper is based on the author’s doctoral dissertation, written under the 
supervision of Prof. J. S. Mac Nerney at the University of North Carolina, 1964. 
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2. DIVISOR MATRICES 
THEOREM 1. The matrix D, is totally regular if and only if x > 0. 
PROOF. It is straightforward to show that D, is totally regular in case 
1c > 0. If x < 0 and p is a prime number, then 
D&J, 1) = l/u&) = l/(1 +P”) < +. 
Since there are infinitely many primes, D,(n, 1) cannot have limit 0 as n 
increases indefinitely; hence, D, is not regular. 
For each real number x, D;l exists and is determined by 
where p is the Mobius function. It is clear that, for positive x, D-l satisfies 
(A) and (B), which suggests that 0;’ might be regular, thus making D, 
equivalent to convergence. 
THEOREX~ 2. The matrix D, is equivalent to convergence if and only if x > 1. 
PROOF. If x < 1 we show that D;l is not regular by showing that the 
diagonal sequence is unbounded: for, 
D;‘(n, n) = g(n)/nz = zdz/nz - c l/dz; 
din din 
the last sum is easily seen to be unbounded by considering n = m! . 
Suppose that x > 1. By Theorem 1 we need only show that 0;’ is regular. 
From the remark preceding this theorem, it suffices to show that the sum 
2 I D;‘(n,i>l = n-Z 2 I p(n/d)l g(d) +I din 
is uniformly bounded with respect to n. This sum is a multiplicative number 
function; consider the case n =pk, a prime power: 
p-k% 2 I p(p”/d)l us(d) = 1 + 2(1 -p-k”)/@= - 1). 
d!Pk 
Thus, if n = &I... p”;, we have 
2 I D;Yn, Al = fi{l -i- 2(1 - p;%)/(pr - l)}. 
j=l i-l 
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It follows that 
Log 121 D,‘(n, j)lI < $zLogV + 2/W - 1)). 
The last series converges since x > 1, and WC‘ conclude that 0;’ satisfies (C). 
Combining the two preceding theorems WC can state that if 0 < x < 1 
then U, is regular and there exists a nonconvergent sequence s such that 
D,g converges. Thus we see that the class of Divisor Summability NIethods 
is divided into three subclasses; viz., if s > I then D, is equivalent to 
convergence, if 0 < x < 1 then D, is stronger than convergence, and if 
x < 0 then 11, is not regular. 
THEOREM 3. If 0 < x < y, then D, includes D,; furthermore, ifx < 1 then 
this inclusion is proper. 
PROOF. We show that D,D;’ is totally regular. Since D, is regular and 
0;’ satisfies (A), it follows immediately that D,D;* satisfies (A). Since 
CF-, D,(n, j) : CT.;, D;l(n, j) = 1, for every n, we have CT=, D,D;l(n, j) = 1, 
for every n. If  jr n then D,D;l(n, j) = 0; and if j 1 n then 
DzD;‘(n, j) = {u,(j)ioz(n)jY-Z) 2 mZeYtL(m). 
nh,!j 
Since this is a multiplicative number function, it follows that, if j 1 n and 
j # n, then 
DJl,;l(n, j) = (uy(j)/uz(n)jY-z} n (1 - pz+); 
Pbli 
and 
DZDil(n, n) = u,(n)/u,(n)n”+. 
Since x < y  it is clear that D,D;l(n, j) > 0 for every n and j. Hence, property 
(C) follows from (B). 
In case x < 1, we show that D,D,l fails to satisfy (C). As before, 
I D,D;W,j)l 3 {iviu,(n)) n by-” - I), 
An/j 
when j 1 n and j # n. Suppose that B > 1 and choose m such that 
o,(m)/mz > B and if p is a prime divisor of m then pv-” > B + 1. Then, 
if j 1 m and j -# m, we have 
I D,D;Ym,i>l > W/~,(m). 
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Therefore 
2 I DvD;'(m, j)i > {B/uy(m)) 2 j" T Bm"/u,(m) = B. 
i!m ,Inr 
, -.-VI 
COROLLARY. Suppose that s is a nonconvergent sequence such that DG 
converges for some x in (0, I]. Then there is 0: number z in (0, l] such that if 
0 < x < z then IL2 converges, and ify > z then D,s does not converge. 
PROOF. Take z to be the least upper bound of the set of all numbers x 
such that D,s converges, and the assertion follows from Theorem 3. 
3. COMPARISON THEOREMS 
In this section we shall attempt to assess the strength of the divisor means 
by comparing them to several well-known summability methods. 
THEOREM 4. If M is a triangular matrix such that IV-~ exists and 
limn-,= M(n, n) = 0, and x ‘> 0, then D, does not include M. 
PROOF. If p is a prime number, then 
D,M- ‘(A P) .= p=i(l + P”>M(P, P) > +M(P, P), 
from which it follows that D,M-l is not regular. 
The conditions imposed on the matrix M in the preceding theorem are 
satisfied by many well-known methods: for example, any Norlund mean 
(N, u,J such that x,“==, uk = co, and any Hausdorff mean generated by a 
nondecreasing mass function that is continuous at 1. (See, for example, [4] 
and [5].) In particular, the regular Cesaro means and the Euler-Knopp 
other than the identity matrix are in the latter collection. Therefore we 
conclude that no divisor method includes any of these means. 
On the other hand, if ] M(n, n)I 3 E > 0, then 1 MD;l(n, n)l > wz(n)/nz, 
which leads to the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. If  121 is a triangular matrix such that ] M(n, n)l > l > 0, 
for every n, and x 3 1, then M does not include D, . 
The Hausdoff matrix H, generated by the moment sequence 
((an + l)/(n + l)),“, 9 
where a < 0, is a so-called “prime HausdorR matrix” [4]; i.e., if H is a 
regular Hausdorff matrix such that H,, includes H, then either His equivalent 
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to convergence or Ii is equivalent to H, . If a # -I/n for any positive 
integer n, then H;i exists, in which case H, does not include D,(x < 1). 
PROPOSITION 2. If the Riemann zeta-hypothesis is true and x > .$, then 
the first Ccdro mean C, includes D, . 
PROOF. By straightforward computation we have 
C,D,‘(n,j) = u,o’)n-J-j-” 2 p(m)/m~. 
It is easily seen that C,D;i satisfies properties (A) and (B). The truth of the 
zeta hypothesis [7] implies the existence of a number R, such that, for each K, 
I L:--k P(f4W I < & . Thus the proof is completed by the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If x > 0 and s, = uz(j)p, then C,s is bounded. 
PROOF. For each n 
(cls),, = n-l 2 u&)li” = n-1 2 2 I/& 
j-1 j-z1 dlj 
= n-l $ [@j/d= < 2 l/jl+=, 
d-l j-i 
and the last series converges for x > 0. 
Although it might seem that the inclusion stated in Proposition 2 is con- 
nected to the zeta hypothesis, we shall now prove a stronger result without 
making any assumption about the zeta hypothesis. 
THEOREM 5. If x > 0 then Cl includes D, . 
PROOF. We need only show that C,D;1 satisfies (C), since properties 
(A) and (B) have been verified for x > 0 in Proposition 2. Let y be a real 
number and consider the triangular matrix R, given by 
R,W) = .P/ 2 KY, when j < n. 
k-i 
These matrices are a special case of Riesz’ typical means ([4] and [8]), and 
on pp. 58 and 59 of [4] it is shown that if y > -1 then R, is equivalent 
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to C, (=Z?,). Therefore, given x> 0, it is sufficient to find a number y  such 
that y  ;y. -I and R,D;’ satisfies (C). For every y, 
R,D,‘(n,j) (~k”)--l.i”(uz(j)ii’) 2 p(m)/m=-Y. 
k=I m n ‘f, 
Choose y  so that - I ,-I y  <. .V - I ; then x - y  ;. 1 and 
which converges. Thus, with B the limit of the latter series, 
where sj = uz(j)/jz. Applying Lemma 1, we get the desired bound and the 
proof is complete. 
The next theorem exhibits a property which seems to be peculiar to the 
divisor summability methods. In the following, p* denotes the sequence of 
prime powers in increasing order, and s(p”) denotes the pkth term of the 
sequence s. 
THEOREM 6. Ifs is a sequence such that, for some positive x, Dg has limit L, 
then the subseqwnce s[p*] has limit I;. 
PROOF. The pkth term of D.g is given by 
DZs(pk) = { G,(P”)} $ PW”), 
so 
oz(pk)Dzs(p”) = uz(pk-‘)DZs(pk-‘) + P”“s(P”). 
Therefore 
s(p”) = D,s(pk) + (p”” - I)(@=+= - P”)-’ (Q(P”) - D$(P’% 
Since (pkz - l)(p KZ+Z -p&)-l < (22 - 1)-l and D.&“) tends to L as pk 
increases, the result follows. 
THEOREM 7. Ifs is a multiplicative number function such that, for some 
positive number x, Dg has a nonzero limit, then s, = 1 for every n. 
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PROOF. It is easily seen that a multiplicative number function with 
nonzero limit must be identically I. The assertion follows immediately from 
the observation that I)d is multiplicative whenever s is multiplicative. 
An important result in the distribution of primes is that Clp has limit 0; 
viz., it is equivalent to the prime number theorem (SW [4], p. 303). It is 
natural to expect that the divisor means might have some application here, 
especially since C, includes every regular L), . However, Theorems 6 and 7 
show that I)+ dots not converge; for, limlr.,= p(p) :- --I, but the 
multiplicative function /L could be summable by L), to only 0 or I. 
4. TRANSLATIVITY AND 'T.~c.BERIA~ 'I'HEORRMS 
I f  x ;‘, I then D, is equivalent to convergence and thcrcfore translative. 
However, this is not the case for the other divisor means. 
THEOREM 8. Ifx < 1 then D, is not translative. 
PROOF. Let T be the matrix such that T(n, n - 1) 7 1 and T(n,j) = 0 
if j # n - 1. It is easily seen that if M is a translativc row-finite matrix 
and M-l exists, then MTM- l must be regular. By direct computation, 
DzTD,-l(n, II -- 1) = DZ(n, n)D;l(n - 1, n - 1) 3-, uZ(n - 1)/u=(n). 
F’e conclude that D,TD,’ is not regular from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If x < I and j is a nonzero integer, then the sequence 
{uz(n + j)/uz(n)}~Cl is unbounded. 
PROOF. Suppose that B > 0 and choose k such that k > / j I, k and j 
are relatively prime, and C,+ d mZ > 3B. By the Dirichlet theorem [9] 
there are infinitely many primes in the arithmetic sequence {km -j}$l . 
I f  p -.: km -j, then 
U,(P -+~Yu,(P) = ~JW/{l + (km -.Pl 
> uz(km)/(l i- 2”)(km) 
> (l/3) 2 d-Z 
dlkm 
> B. 
In the proof of Theorem 8, WC showed the existence of a sequence s such 
that ng converges but DJ does not, where sl’ = 0 and s:+~ = s, . By 
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considering the matrix 7” : T’( n, tl .-I- 1) = 1 and I”(n,j) : 0 ifj f  n -I- 1, 
it can be shown similarly that there is a sequcncc t such that D,t’ converges 
and D,t does not. 
In [lo] Hardy proved that if C,s converges and there is a number B such 
that n I s,, -- - s,. i 1 < H for every n greater than 1, then s itself converges. 
Combining this with Theorem 5 we can state that if there is such a B and 
there is a positive number x such that D$ converges, then s converges. 
Other Tauberian results can be obtained using Theorem 6. To do this we 
introduce the sequence I’, defined as follows: if rz is a prime power then 
P(n) = 1; if II is not a prime power then 
P(n) = min{j n - K ] : K is a prime power}. 
THEOREM 9. If there is a positive number x such that DG has limit L, 
and lim,,, qwog as, - s,+J :- 0, then s has limit L. 
PROOF. Suppose that E > 0; using Theorem 6 we choose a prime power 
X such that if k is a prime power not less than IV then ; sk - L j .< E, and 
if n > N then 
P(n)(Log n)(s, - sn-1) < 6. 
If  ?I > N and n is not a prime power, suppose first that P(n) = 
1 n - K 1 = n - k, where R is a prime power and k < n. Clearly k 3 :V; 
therefore 
n-k-1 
.%I --LI < j Sk - L I + 2 1 Sn-i - S,-i-l ! 
i=O 
n-k-l 
< E + C c/P(n - i)Log(n - i) 
isO 
G E + {+og(h + 1)) C lime 
??a=1 
Since there is a prime between n/2 and rr, P(n) < k; hence, 
& l/m < 1 + Log p(n) < 1 + L”g(K + l)~ 
7%-l 
and we have Is, -L I < 3~. 
In case P(n) = k - rr (k > n), similar computations can be made to 
complete the proof. 
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‘~HEOKEM IO. If there is a positive number x such that Dd has limit L, 
and there is a number y greater than I such that lim,,, P(n)V(s, -- s,-~) = 0, 
then s has limit I,. 
PROOF. The argument is similar to that of the preceding proof. 
PRWOSITION 3. Let q(n) denote the greatest prime power divisor of n. 
I f  there is a positive number x such that Dg has limit L, and 
lim,+, (s,, - s,,,,)) = 0, then s has limit L. 
PROOF. Since lim,, xI q(n) = 00, the assertion follows from Theorem 6. 
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